Once there seemed nothing save teaching or '' being a companion " for the aspirant. To-day she has almost as wide a choice as her brothers. For instance, the pioneer medical women were once pelted with stones and with ridicule, whereas they are now a recognised power in the land.
The first trained nurses had experiences which the probationer of to-day would shun with scornful disgust.
Unless girls have ability and special taste for the profession of medicine or the art of nursing, they had better not attempt either. Neither should they join any mission until they have " counted the cost" of doing so.
To go forth as teachers, whether of .religion or science, they must qualify themselves, and, therefore, in choosing a career, due preparation for it must notibe lost sight of for a moment.
If medical missions prove attractive, then girls must bravely face the long course of training by which alone the goal can be reached. They must go through the whole curriculum, and not dream of adopting disastrous half-measures. If they have neither time nor money for doing one' particular thing, then let them look round and find another less costly outlet for their talent and energy. Only whatever is attempted let it be completed.
Many failures would be avoided and much heart-sickness if women considered the suitability of certain occupations in their own case. There is so much work in the world waiting to be done,-but it should not be picked up haphazard. We owe respect to the duties we take upon us as well as to ourselves.
According to their fulfilment we either benefit or injure others. All work is worth doing well, and should therefore'be undertaken with some preconceived knowledge of what it will require from us.
Even the cleverest fingers have to be taught how to turn the heel of a stocking, and workers, whether philanthropists or bread-winners must fail without instruction in their subject. Whilst in England it is comparatively easy for a woman to turn from one occupation to a new thing until she eventually finds out a congenial vocation. Yet for those taking up work in distant lands it is advisable that they should prepare themselves most thoroughly before going out. W hatever difficulties beset a career in our native land, we have always help within reach, whilst in colonies and foreign parts it is often quite unattainable.
All who can be spared from home, whether for a time or permanently, should certainly strive to find work fitted for their tastes and talents, because it will be far better done than if it were distasteful, and above all things it should be an occupation leading to some useful, and therefore satisfactory end. 
